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Lecture  15 
The Turbulent Burning Velocity 
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Laminar Flame

Can a well-defined turbulent flame speed ST be identified?

A planar (adiabatic) premixed flame propagates at a constant speed SL that

is uniquely determined by the thermodynamics, transport and chemical kinetic

properties of the combustible mixture.
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The experimental data collected by Bradley and collaborators (1987) from a

large number of studies (approximately 1650) exhibit a wide scatter, which

casts doubt on whether a well-defined flame speed can be defined.

Can a well-defined turbulent flame speed ST be identified?

In a similar way as the definition of the laminar flame speed, defined as the
propagation speed of a premixed flame into a quiescent mixture, one can deter-
mine the turbulent flame speed as the mean propagation speed of a premixed
flame in statistical steady state within a turbulent field. However, unlike the
former, which is a unique thermochemical property of a given combustible mix-
ture, the turbulent flame speed depends on the flow conditions and experimental
configuration.

The practical importance of identifying a turbulent flame speed is evident al-

lowing, for example, the determination of the mean fuel consumption rate in a

combustor operating under turbulent conditions
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v0/SL v0/SL

0.045 < K < 0.060

The data corresponds to Le  1.3, and K corresponds to the Karlovitz number,

defined here as K = (v0/�)(lf/SL) where � is the Taylor microscale.

Abdel-Gayed, Bradley & Lawes, 1987
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But this may only apply to the wrinkled flamelet and reaction sheet regimes; it

is less obvious, however, that it applies in the distributed-reaction regime where

the basic structure of a flame may no longer exist.

The suggestion that a turbulent flame speed exists is supported by the obser-

vations that turbulent flames in tubes propagate a well-defined distance in a

given time, and Bunsen flames in statistically stationary turbulent flows possess

a measurable average inclination angle, from which a representative flame speed

can be identified.

v0/SL = 0 P = 1 MPav0/SL = 0.58 P = 0.1 MPa v0/SL = 2.45 P = 1 MPa

Kobayashi & Kawazoe, 2000

Bunsen CH4-air flames in turbulent flows
possess a measurable average inclination angle
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Damköhler’s Conjecture

Z. Elektrochem., 1940.

Damköhler identiifed two distinct limiting regimes:

(i) a small scale turbulence regime where small eddies interact with the trans-

port mechanisms within the flame.

(ii) a large scale turbulence, where the flame is thin compared to the smallest

turbulence scale, turbulence-flame interaction is purely kinematic

These two regimes correspond, in the present terminology to the thin reaction

zone and corrugated flamelet regimes, respectively.

The expressions for the turbulent burning velocity ST proposed by Damköhler,

and the modifications due to Shelkin (NACA TM 1110, 1947) are discussed

next.
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Turbulent propagation speed ST

x = f(y, z, t)u1 = ST + u0
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The turbulent flame speed ST is defined as the average rate of propagation

of the flame through the turbulent premixed gas mixture; in the figure above it

is the mean axial velocity just ahead of the flame surface.

Turbulent flame in statistical steady state within

an isotropic homogeneous turbulent incident field
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ST

SL
=

s
v0

SL

`

lf

In the small scale turbulence (reaction sheet) regime, the turbulent eddies mod-
ify the transport processes in the preheat zone.

By analogy to the scaling relation for the laminar burning velocity SL ⇠
p

Dth/tf
Damköhler proposed that ST ⇠

p
DT/tf where DT is the turbulent di↵usivity.

Hence

ST

SL
=

s
DT

Dth

Since the turbulent di↵usivity DT ⇠ v0`, where v0 is the turbulent intensity (the

r.m.s. of the velocity fluctuations), and Dth ⇠ SLlf , we have
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ST
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The turbulent speed ST , in the one-dimensional configuration shown in the

figure, is the incoming mean flow velocity. Then

ṁ = ⇢uAST

Since all the reactants pass through the wrinkled flame, the mass flow rate

can be also calculated from the total contributions of the mass flowing through

the segments �Af comprising the wrinkled flame, assuming that each segment

propagates normal to itself at the laminar flame speed SL. Thus

In the large scale turbulence (corrugated flamelet) regime, Damköhler resorted

to a geometrical argument, with analogy to a Bunsen flame.

ṁ = ⇢uAfSL

AST = AfSL
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The interaction between the wrinkled flame front and the turbulent flow field is

assumed purely kinematic. Using the geometrical analogy with a Bunsen flame,

Damköhler suggested that the area ratio could be approximated by the relation

Af/A = 1 + v0/SL, implying that for large scale turbulence, or v0 � SL,

ST

SL
=

v0

SL

.

Shelkin extended Damköhler’s ideas arguing that as a result of the flame vortex

interaction, the wrinkled flame may be viewed as an ensemble of cones with

bases proportional to the square of the turbulence integral scale l and height

proportional to v0 multiplied by the representative eddy turnover time l/SL.

Then

ST

SL
=

s

1 +

✓
v0

SL

◆2
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More generally, let F (x, t) = 0 represents the flame sheet

Af

A
=

✓
|rF |

|rF · e|

◆

where e is a unit vector in the direction of propagation

and an suitable average is taken.
�
A
f

�A

�
A
f

e

the area of a surface element on

the flame sheet �Af = |rF |

the projection in the direction

of propagation is �A = |rF · e|

x = f(y, z, t)

Af

A
=

q
1 + |rf |2

If the flame surface does not fold back on itself

1
,

it may be represented explicitly in the form

1
For more general surfaces, see the discussion in Williams (1985) and Peters (2000)

with x in the direction of propagation; along e

)

ST = SL

q
1 + |rf |2
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We consider the flame to be in statistical steady state within an isotropic ho-

mogeneous turbulent incident field

By definition, the flame speed is given by Sf = v · n � Vf where velocities

are evaluated just ahead of the flame. Then

f = 0choose

v = (ST + u0, u0
2, u

0
3)

u0 = 0

ST + u0
1 � u0

2fy � u0
3fz � ft = Sf

q
1 + f2

y + f2
z )

ST

x

y

x = f(y, z, t)u1 = ST + u0
1

This expression, for the turbulent flame speed, can be also obtained from the

hydrodynamic theory, which applies to laminar as well as turbulent flows.
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upon averaging along the transverse directions y, z and in time,

ft = 0 : the flame is in statistical steady state

u0
2fy = u0

3fz = 0 : fy and �fy are statistically identical (similarly for fz)

ST + u0
1 � u0

2fy � u0
3fz � ft = Sf

q
1 + f2

y + f2
z )

This equation highlights two main contributions to the turbulent propagation

speed, namely a contribution due to flame area increase (as in Damköhler con-

jecture) and one due to the local displacement speed Sf of the front, relative to

the incoming turbulent flow.

ST = Sf

q
1 + f2

y + f2
z
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as in Damköhler’s proposition.

It remains to relate the average area ratio to the properties of the incoming

turbulence.

ST = SL

q
1 + f2

y + f2
z

Neglecting the e↵ect of flame stretch, Sf = SL and

Approximate “asymptotic” relations were obtained by by Clavin & Williams

(1982) assuming that the ratio of laminar flame thickness to turbulent scale is

small.

The leading order solution of the flame structure (in the asymptotic hydrody-

namic model), for weak transverse gradients (fy ⌧ 1, fz ⌧ 1), shows that

ft = u0
1/SL i.e., the flame is advected upstream by the velocity perturbations.

ST = SL

s

1 +


@

@y

Z
u0
1dt

�2
+


@

@z

Z
u0
1dt

�2
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If Taylor hypothesis

1
is invoked, and isotropy assumed, the statistics of the

transverse gradients could be related to the statistics of the non dimensional

longitudinal fluctuation u0
1/ST , so that

ST = SL

s

1 + 2

✓
u0
1

ST

◆2

which may be evaluated if the pdf of u0
1/ST is known, or with further simplifi-

cations.

1
Taylor hypothesis provides a relation between temporal and spatial correla-

tions, in the limit of weak turbulence and when there is a predominantly mean

flow in one direction. Specifically, If the mean flow is in the x-direction, say,

and u

0
/ū ⌧ 1, then

@

@t

= ū

@

@x

ST = SL

s

1 +
2

3
C

✓
v0

ST

◆2

Additional simplifications (such as bringing the average inside the square root,

invoking the condition of isotropic turbulence, etc..), yields (Williams, 1985)

where C is a correction factor, and v02 = 3u0
1
2
with v0 the turbulent intensity.
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Thus, using a a multi-scale perturbative analysis, and assuming that the ratio

of laminar flame thickness is small compared to the turbulent scale, Clavin and

Williams (1979) derived the expression

ST

SL
= 1 +

✓
v0

SL

◆2

which is valid for v0 ⌧ SL, but di↵ers from Shelkin’s heuristic result by the

factor 1/2.

Relying primarily on physical arguments, various studies attempted to reconcile

the wide scatter in the experimental data proposing expressions of the form

ST

SL
= 1 + C

✓
v0

SL

◆n

with various adjustable constants C and exponents n, or with
a phenomenological dependence on dimensionless parameters such as Karlovitz,

Damköhler and turbulence Reynolds numbers.
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Beyond the mere geometric corrugation of the flame’s surface due to turbu-

lence influencing the burning rate, an important role in turbulent propagation

is played by the mean stretching of the flame, which can influence the local

flame speed Sf and consequently ST . We recall

Sf = SL � LK

where the flame stretch rate K consists of the e↵ects of curvature and strain;
i.e., K = SL+KS . Hence

Creta & Matalon, JFM 2011
Matalon & Creta, CRM 2012

Scaling laws accounting for stretch e↵ects were recently obtained in a systematic

way using numerical calculations within the context of the hydrodynamic the-

ory, without recourse to any modeling assumptions or ad-hoc parameters. The

resulting scaling laws exhibit an explicit dependence on the combustion and the

turbulence properties.

The results are limited to combustible mixtures with positive Markstein length,

corresponding to lean hydrocarbon–air or rich hydrogen–air mixtures, and so

far to turbulent flames in the wrinkled-to-corrugated regimes of turbulent com-

bustion.
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In terms of the scaled Markstein number ↵=L/L, the parameter � = (��1)/↵.
Conventionally the Markstein number is defined as the Markstein length scaled

with respect to the laminar flame lf , so that ↵ here is in fact the product of the

Markstein number and the relative flame thickness lf/L. In an experimental

setting changes in Lmay be accommodated by varying the fuel type and mixture

composition or the system pressure.

The results show quite distinct flame behaviors, and hence scaling laws, depend-

ing on whether the parameter

� ⌘ (� � 1)L/L,

is below/above a critical value �c, where � = ⇢u/⇢b is the thermal expansion

parameter, L is the lateral dimension and L the Markstein length.

For subcritical conditions corresponding to � < �c, or ↵ > ↵c, the flame

as we shall see remains planar on the average and is not a↵ected by the DL

instability. For supercritical conditions corresponding to � > �c, or ↵ < ↵c,

the DL gives rise to large-scale cusp-like structures elongating into the burned

gas, with dramatic consequences on the flame structure and the turbulent flame

speed.
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laminar 

v0c/SL = 0.4, `/L = 0.1, � = 5
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An increase in intensity results in a thicker flame brush, with larger positive & negative curvatures.  

 = 0

flame displacement  flame curvature  
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flame displacement  flame curvature  

wider brushes result for more energetic fuels 

The values σ = 4; 5; 6 may correspond to methane/
ethane/propane flames having increasingly larger 

heat release in proportion 1 : 1:8 : 2:6. 

higher local curvatures result when decreasing 
the Markstein number α (e.g., by increasing the 

system pressure, or diluting the mixture 
appropriately); a clear manifestation of the DL 

instability. 

� = 4, 5, 6
↵ = 0.078, 0.064, 0.057

Moshe Matalon 

Note the asymmetry that develops as ↵ decreases below ↵c ⇡ 0.063

f
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f
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v0c/SL = 0.4, `/L = 0.1, � = 5

laminar 
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Sub-critical 

Super-critical 

The wrinkled (supercritical) flames attain large negative curvature values, and more frequent small 
positive values (same skewed conformation as in the experiments of Plessing et al. 2000) 

 

f
Super-critical 

Sub-critical 

 > 0
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 mm�1

Sub-critical Super-critical 

v0/SL=0.58
P =0.1 MPa

v0/SL ⇡ 0
P = 1 MPa



Sub-critical 

Super-critical 

Recall that
� ⇠ L�1⇠ l�1

f
� ⇠ P
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The di↵erences in flame behavior for sub- and super-critical conditions prompt

di↵erent scaling laws for the turbulent flame speed.

ST

SL
= 1 + b

c(�)�(`)

↵

✓
v0c
SL

◆2

Let’s neglect first the e↵ect of hydrodynamic strain on the flame speed by as-

suming KS = 0 in the flame speed relation, so that the stretch rate is solely due

to the flame front curvature; i.e, K = SL.

For sub-critical conditions  = 0, and the turbulent flame experiences no

net stretch. The sole contribution to the turbulent flame speed is therefore the

area increase due to wrinkling. Under such conditions the turbulent flame speed

follows a quadratic scaling law with respect to the turbulence intensity (similar

to the heuristic expressions by Damköhler and Shelkin and the asymptotic model

of Clavin & Williams), but it is modulated by parameters that exhibit the

dependence on thermal expansion �, Markstein number ↵ and integral scale `.
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MS equation 
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Thermal expansion enhances the turbulent flame speed, which plateau towards

a certain value when � increases.

σ
1 2 3 4 5 6 70.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

�

c
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ST

SL
� 1 ⇠ ��1

The dependence of the turbulent propagation speed on the Markstein number

↵ takes the form ST /SL � 1 ⇠ 1/↵.

The dependence of the turbulent propagation speed on the integral; scale `
shows that a particular intermediate scale exists at which ST experiences a

maximum. For a given turbulence intensity there exists, therefore, a preferred

eddy size that most e↵ectively perturbs the flame front.
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v0c/SL = 0.8
� = 3, ` = 0.1

Super-critical 

hydrodynamic strain

Subcritical 

So far we have neglected the e↵ect of hydrodynamic strain on the flame speed,

by assuming KS = 0. We finds, however, that the turbulent flame is always

strained, even for subcritical conditions. Although the “planar flame” has zero

mean curvature, it has nevertheless a positive mean strain rate (KS > 0). For

super-critical conditions, there is an additional enhancement in the asymmetry

of the strain pdf (the flame in tis case experiences a net stretch rate due to both,

curvature an strain).
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Hence for subcritical conditions the mean (local) flame speed

 0.6

 0.8

 1

 1.2

 1.4

 1.6

 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1  1.2  1.4
u’/SL

—Sf

ST

Sf/SL

ST /SL

v0/SL

and for positive Markstein lengths
(L > 0) the mean flame speed
decreases with increasing turbulent
intensity.

The decrease of Sf with v0 re-
sults in a decrease in turbulent
propagation speed ST /SL with
respect to a flame for which stretch
e↵ects are neglected. Hence, when
increasing the turbulence intensity
ST first drops below the laminar
speed, but when the increase in
flame surface area dominates over
the decrease in mean flame speed
Sf , it increases above SL.

Sf = SL � LSL� LKS = SL � LKS
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v0c/SL

ST =
�
SL � LKS

�
"
1 + b

� c(�)�(`)

↵

✓
v0c
SL

◆2#

When rescaling the turbulent

speed with the mean flame speed

(rather than with respect to the

unstretched flame), we recover

the quadratic scaling which rep-

resents the geometric e↵ect due

to area increase alone.
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ST

SL
= 1 +

b̃(↵, `) c̃(�)

↵m

✓
v0c
SL

◆n

For super-critical conditions, the turbulent flame speed has a more complex

dependence on the parameters. We find that

In the low intensity regime, n < 1 varies
between 0.68 and 0.88 depending on � (the
cusp-like structures resulting from the DL
instability are less sensitive to turbulence
than planar flames are). In the moderate
intensity regime, n > 1 and reaches the
value 2 only for su�ciently large �.

However, being a↵ected by the DL insta-
bility, the flames acquire more frequently
elongated structures pointing towards the
burned gas that result in increased flame
surface area and thicker flame brush, and
the turbulent propagation speed increases
dramatically.
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Kobayashi & Kawazoe, 2000   

v0/SL=2.45
P =1 MPa

v0/SL=0.58
P =0.1 MPa

Bunsen CH4-air flames in turbulent flow fields

Kobayashi et al. has

experimentally determined

n ⇡ m ⇡ 0.4

ST

SL
= 1 + b̂

✓
P

P0

◆m✓ v0c
SL

◆n

recall that P/P0 ⇠ ↵�1
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